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Abstract- Deduplication is an approach of eliminate 
accumulated data blocks with equal content, and has been 
exposed to effectively diminish the disk gap for storing large 
gigabyte of virtual machine (VM) images. However, it 
remainders challenging to classify deduplication in a real 
system, such as storage platform, where VM images are 
frequently inserted and retrieved. One of the main challenges 
in cloud computing is due to increasing demand of virtual 
machine Image storage. Existing system strives to decrease 
the storage consumed by virtual machine images. So in this 
paper proposed a SILO framework to implement the 
deduplication scheme in equally file and block level. And 
suggest a deduplication file system with short storage 
consumption and high-performance IO, which gratifies the 
requirements of VM hosting. Finally we extend our approach 
to implement multimedia files to check the deduplication in 
real time environments. And using heart beat protocol to 
analyze the data losses in data server and provide improved 
backup system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In  computing, data deduplication is a  data 
compression technique for reducing redundant copies of 
repeating data. It can be related to multiple instances of data. 
This system is used to progress storage utilization and can also 
be practical to network data moves to decrease the number of 
bytes that must be sent. 

  
In the deduplication process, exacting chunks of data, 

or byte patterns, are recognized and stored during a process of 
analysis. As the analysis carry on, other garbage are compare 
to the stored copy and when an equal occurs, the needless 
chunk is replaced with a diminutive reference that points to 
the stored chunk. Given that the similar byte model may occur 
dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of times (the match 
frequency is dependent on the chunk size), the amount of data 
that must be accumulated or transferred can be greatly 
reduced. 

This type of deduplication is dissimilar from that 
performed by normal file-compression tools, such as LZ78 
and LZ77. Whereas these effort to identify small repeated 
substrings inside individual files, the intention of storage-
based data deduplication is to examine large volumes of data 
and identify large sections – such as entire files or large 
sections of files – that are the same, in order to accumulate 
only one copy of it. This copy might be additionally crowded 
in single-file compression technique. For example a typical 
electronic mail system might contain 100 instances of the 
same 1 MB (megabyte) file attachment. Each time the  email 
platform is reverse up; all 100 instances of the attachment are 
saved, requiring 100 MB storage space. With data 
deduplication, only one request of the attachment is actually 
stored; the subsequent instances are referenced reverse to the 
saved copy for deduplication ratio of roughly 100 to 1. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
Xun zhao implement a framework as “Liquid” which 

increases the Storage utilization by eliminating the duplicate 
copies of the repeating or redundant data. The elimination of 
duplicate copies is done with the help of fingerprints. The 
fingerprint mechanism checks whether the data requested to 
be stored and the data which is already stored in the database 
are same. If there is a match found, then the data is considered 
to be redundant and if there is no match then the data can be 
stored without any duplication. This framework also uses 
Bloom Filter Array (BFA) to check whether the user has 
already stored the data. 

 
J.Wei analyzed an approach better utilizes server 

resources, allowing many different operating system instances 
to run on a small number of servers, saving both hardware 
acquisition costs and operational costs such as energy, 
management, and cooling. Individual VM instances can be 
separately managed, allowing them to serve a wide variety of 
purposes and preserving the level of control that many users 
want. 
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C. Tang, seeks for a low-cost architecture option and 
considers that a backup service uses the existing cloud 
computing resource. Performing deduplication adds 
significant memory cost for comparison of content 
fingerprints. Since each physical machine in a cluster hosts 
many VMs, memory contention happens frequently. Cloud 
providers often wish that the backup service only consumes 
small or modest resources with a minimal impact to the 
existing cloud services. Another challenge is that deletion of 
old snapshots compete for computing resource as well, 
because data dependence created by duplicate relationship 
among snapshots adds processing complexity. 

 
C. Ng, M. Ma makes cross-VM deduplication by 

excluding a small number of popular common data blocks 
from being backed up. Our study shows that common data 
blocks occupy significant amount of storage space while they 
only take a small amount of resources to deduplicate. 
Separating deduplication into multi levels effectively 
accomplish the major space saving goal compare the global 
complete deduplication scheme, at the same time it makes the 
backup of different VMs to be independent for better fault 
tolerance. 

 
III. EXISTING METHOD 

 
Virtual Machine is a crucial component in cloud 

computing environment recently. The problem in virtual 
machine is the demand for VM image storage. Existing 
systems like Storage Area Network (SAN) have taken efforts 
to reduce the VM image storage consumption by means of 
eliminating the duplicate copies. However, SAN cannot satisfy 
the VM deployment in large scale. File level semantics are not 
provided for a VM snapshot backup. Operations of snapshot 
takes place at the virtual device driver level and the metadata 
of fine-grained file system cannot be used to determine the 
changed data. Content fingerprints are used to develop the 
backup systems to identify the duplicate content. 
Deduplication which is done offline removes the previously 
written duplicate blocks during idle time. The speed of 
searching the duplicate fingerprints has been proposed by 
several techniques. Existing approaches use inline duplicate 
detection. Inline duplicate detection is the deduplication of an 
individual block which is on the write path. Waiting time can 
be reduced for many duplicate detection requests. 
 

IV.PROPOSED WORK 
 
A framework is proposed to increase the large scale 

VM deployment. This framework makes the VM deployment 
faster by using Peer-to-Peer (P2P) data transfer and reduces 
the storage consumption by means of eliminating the duplicate 

copies. Centralized architecture with multi-level and selective 
deduplication has been proposed. Existing set of machines 
hosts these services and the resource usage is in controlled 
manner. The snapshots within each VM undergoes 
deduplication process first. The searching of duplicates across 
VMs is a global feature that affects the parallel performance 
and makes the failure management complicated. The 
duplication is eliminated of a small data set by maintaining a 
deduplication ratio in a cost-effective manner. Therefore, we 
exploit the snapshots’ data characteristics. Sharing of data 
across multiple VMs is reduced within this small data set and 
adding replicas could enhance the fault tolerance mechanism. 
We can extend our framework by constructing a SILO table. 
The proposed framework is represented in fig 1. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 

The “SILO” framework designed here can be used to 
provide the large scale VM deployment which may not be 
possible in the existing systems like Storage Area Network 
(SAN). This framework is a deduplication file system which 
provides good IO performance. This eliminates the duplicate 
or redundant copies of data by using fingerprint mechanism. 
The fingerprint mechanism can be used to identify the 
redundant data blocks by comparing the data block which is 
being requested to be stored and the data block which is 
already stored in the database. It then checks for a match. If a 
match is found then the data is considered to be redundant. 
This is implemented by SHT and LHT. This framework uses 
multimedia data transfer to increase the data availability. Data 
transfer reduces the time of referring to the data server every 
time. A node which holds the requested data can serve the data 
to the client and enhances the property of availability. Fault 
tolerance mechanism can also be implemented in this 
framework by using Meta server and Shadow Meta server. If 
the data server fails then the data can be retrieved from the 
Meta server and if the Meta server fails then the data can be 
retrieved from the Shadow Meta server. This contributes 
greatly to the fault tolerance mechanism. 
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